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DASTS Stable Currency System Overview 
Popular digital assets such as Bitcoin (BTC) and Ether (ETH) are too volatile to be used as 
everyday currency.  The value of Bitcoin often experiences large fluctuations, with price 
changes of up to 25% in a single day and sometimes more than 300% in a month. 
 

The DASTS stable currency is a digital currency supported by mortgage assets whose prices 
and the US dollar remain stable. We believe that stable digital currency assets like DASTS 
are critical to the full potential of blockchain technology. 
 
DASTS is a smart contract platform on Ethereum. Ethereum is an open source blockchain 
underlying system. Like Android, it provides a very rich API and interface, enabling many 
people to quickly develop various blockchain applications. . More than 200 applications have 
been developed at Ethereum. 
 
The great feature of Ethereum is the ability to implement smart contracts. The so-called 
Smart Contract is a series of promises that cryptographer Nick Szabo first proposed in digital 
form in 1994, including agreements on which contract participants can implement these 
commitments. 
The smart card's intelligence in English is Smart, which has the same meaning as Smart in 
Smart Phone, which means very flexible, not artificial intelligence (AI). Once a smart contract 
is appointed, it can be automated without the involvement of an intermediary, and no one 
can stop it from running. 
 
The blockchain provides a trusted execution environment for smart contracts, and smart 
contracts are extended for blockchain applications. In the smart contract on Ethereum, it is 
possible to control the various operations of various digital assets on the blockchain. Once 
the smart contract is set up, it can be automatically executed without the intervention of the 
intermediary, and no one can stop it from running. 
 
DASTS is the first mobile app developed based on the Alliance Chain and is committed to 
being the first killer app in the Alliance Chain ecosystem. The concept of the alliance chain is 
"applying blockchain technology + gamification rules to redefine urban life". As the 
underlying public chain of future urban life, all urban life scenes can access the alliance 
chain, and the consumption scene can be paid using DASTS. The cryptocurrency of the 
scene can be exchanged for equivalent value through smart contracts, and the 
cryptocurrency circulation of different life scenarios can be opened. 
 
  

 



Technology brings efficiency 
Technology brings unlimited benefits to consumers; They now require companies to provide 
and implement more quickly service; The ‘shared economy is expected to meet this demand 
for speed. It leverages peers in the same region to enable customers to quickly connect with 
nearby service providers. 
 
Excellent customer experience 
These efficiency gains also provide customers with a better customer experience, making 
the sharing economy a more critical advantage than traditional service providers. According 
to a survey by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), 73% of customers believe that in addition to 
price and product quality, experience is a key factor in determining their purchase. However, 
for customers, less than half of the companies are considered to provide quality services. 
Thanks to the sharing economy, customers now have the option. Carpooling services help 
commuters avoid discrimination by taxi drivers. The drivers even came up with a variety of 
tricks, such as offering free hospitality and even a variety of entertainment, just to make the 
customer shine. Short stays offer travelers affordable, clean and comfortable 
accommodation – in stark contrast to the services offered by problematic roadside motels or 
budget hotels. Peers can also provide more personalized services. 
The quality customer experience provided by these services has weakened the dominance 
of traditional companies. 
 
DASTS reaches an agreement with global merchants through alliance model 
Participants will have a chance to draw in the store. The “privilege card” of the merchant 
customer sharing scheme What is a privileged card? It is the privilege of enjoying the store 
or multiple stores, such as: 
Privilege 1: You can enjoy this store 1 time 30% discount Privilege 2: You can enjoy our 
restaurant* dishes 1 yuan purchase qualification privilege 3: You can enjoy the store's 
monthly consumption lottery on the 20th 
Benefits of merchant alliances 1. Reduce your marketing costs 
The investment in marketing is costly, including training and learning. If several units 
organize learning and training together, the cost will be reduced. Marketing expenses can be 
shared. 
2, increase the scale effect 
Business alliances can quickly increase their visibility and gather customer resources. 
3. Expand the range of brand contact 
The formation of the brand and the influence in the local area require a certain amount of 
time and publicity. If the alliance can be realized, the brand can be quickly promoted by the 
merchants who already have the brand advantage. 
4. Complementary advantages 
Through alliances between different brands, you can take advantage of your own strengths 
and consolidate your brand position. 
  

 



TECHNOLOGY 
 

Ethereum  
 

Ethereum is a decentralized platform that runs 
smart contracts: applications that run exactly as 
programmed without any possibility of downtime, 
censorship, fraud or third party interference. 
These apps run on a custom built blockchain, an 
enormously powerful shared global infrastructure 
that can move value around and represent the 
ownership of property.  
This enables developers to create markets, store 
registries of debts or promises, move funds in 
accordance with instructions given long in the 
past (like a will or a futures contract) and many 
other things that have not been invented yet, all 
without a middle man or counterparty risk.  
The project was bootstrapped via an ether presale 
in August 2014 by fans all around the world. It is 
developed by the Ethereum Foundation, a Swiss 
non-prot, with contributions from great minds 
across the globe.  
On traditional server architectures, every 
application has to set up its own servers that run 
their own code in isolated silos, making sharing 
of data hard. If a single app is compromised or 
goes oine, many users and other apps are aected.  
On a blockchain, anyone can set up a node that 
replicates the necessary data for all nodes to 
reach an agreement and be compensated by 
users and app developers. This allows user data 
to remain private and apps to be decentralized 
like the Internet was supposed to work. 

 
 Courtesy of the Ethereum Foundation 

www.ethereum.org 

How smart contracts work 
 

It is worth noting that bitcoin was the rst to support 
basic smart contracts in the sense that the network 
can transfer value from one person to another. The 
network of nodes will only validate transactions if 
certain conditions are met, but bitcoin is limited to 
the currency use case. 
By contrast, ethereum replaces bitcoin's more 
restrictive language (a scripting language of a 
hundred or so scripts) and replaces it with a 
language that allows developers to write their own 
programs. Ethereum allows developers to program 
their own smart contracts, or 'autonomous agents', 
as the ethereum white paper calls them. The 
language is 'Turing-complete', meaning it supports 
a broader set of computational instructions. 
 
Smart contracts are usually written in Solidity, a 
programming language specically developed for 
this purpose. It is then compiled into byte code, 
which is submitted to the Ethereum blockchain. 
Here it will remain active in readiness to be 
triggered by a specied event. After that, all nodes in 
the Ethereum network will execute it.  
 
The Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) will execute 
the code and record all approved transactions, and 
by way of the principles of the distributed node 
structure and functionality, will create an immutable 
ledger containing transactional data. 
 
Smart contracts can: 
•Function as 'multi-signature' accounts, so that 
funds are spent only when a required percentage of 
people agree  
•Manage agreements between users, say, if one 
buys insurance from the other  
•Provide utility to other contracts (similar to how a 
software library works)  
•Store information about an application, such as 
domain registration information or membership 
records.  
 

Based on information from CoinDesk - Leader in 
Blockchain www.coindesk.com 

 

 

 



Private and Public Offerings 
The total number of blockchain tokens DASTS as to be originated from ICO is 
1,000,000,000. The amount for pre-sales is 140,000,000. Private offering will 
start on January 1, 2019 and the public offering will end on September 1, 2019.  
 
1. Private Offering Angel round A  
Pre-sale amount： 50,000,000 DASTS 
Options at pre-sale： 100ETH exchange 2,000,000 DASTS 
Note: Two years locking period, release 25% every six months 
 
2. Private Offering Angel Round B 
Pre-sale amount： 40,000,000 DASTS 
Options at pre-sale： 10ETH exchange 100,000 DASTS 
Note: One year locking period, release 25% every three months 
 
3. Private Offering Angel Round C 
Pre-sale amount：30,000,000 DASTS  
Options at pre-sale： 1ETH exchange 6,666 DASTS 
Note: 52 weeks locking period, release 1.923% every week 
 
4.  Public Offering 
Pre-sale amount： 20,000,000DASTS  
Options at pre-sale： 1ETH exchange 4,500 DASTS 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 



Competition & User Usability 
As mentioned previously, there is a large amount of money and brainpower working on 
cryptocurrency with price stability. By virtue of having “true decentralization”, the DASTS 
Stablecoin System is the most complex and considered the most complete model in the 
blockchain industry. A predictable risk is that users of cryptocurrencies are more willing to 
accept stable decentralized digital assets. 
 
Mitigation measures: 
We expect DASTS to be a currency that can be easily used by users of ordinary 
cryptocurrencies. DASTS will adopt the ERC20 standard and have high liquidity in the 
Ethereum ecosystem. Ordinary users do not need to understand the mechanisms behind 
DASTS and can use DASTS. 
 
The care engine and the venture capital firm that wants to leverage the DASTS Stablecoin 
System need to understand the complexity of the system. These user groups have their own 
conditions to understand the system, and the DASTS stabilization system also provides a 
rich and clear documentation of every detail of the system mechanism. 
 
Price errors, irrational & unanticipated events 
Many unexpected events may occur, such as predictive machine price dynamics may be 
wrong, or other irrational market dynamics cause DASTS prices to fluctuate for a long time . 
Once the system loses confidence, the target price change rate or even DASTS dilution 
does not bring liquidity or price stability. 
 
Mitigation measures: 
The DASTS community will need to incentivize a sufficiently large capital pool to act as 
keepers of the market in order to maximize rationality and market efficiently and allow the 
DASTS supply to grow at steady pace without major market shocks. 
 
Failure of centralized infrastructure 
The DASTS team will play a major role in the development and governance of the early 
stages of DASTS Stablecoin System – budgeting for expenses, hiring new developers, 
seeking partners and institutional users, and communicating with regulators and external 
major shareholders. If the DASTS team fails due to insufficient capacity, legal reasons, or 
management external issues, the DASTS Stablecoin System will face the risk of no backup 
options. 
 
Mitigation measures: 
Part of the DASTS community's role is to act as a decentralized counterpart to the DASTS 
team. This It is a loose group of independent participants. Because of their DASTS digital 
assets, they have a strong incentive to see the success of DASTS  Stablecoin System. In 
the early stages of the DASTS release, core developers received a significant amount of 
DASTS benefits. When the DASTS team is no longer a front-line development focus of the 
DASTS stable currency system, a large number of individual DASTS holders will be 

 



financially motivated to fund developers or develop on their own to ensure their investment 
security. 
 
Conclusion 
The DASTS Stablecoin System was designed to address the important issue of the 
Ethereum ecosystem and the steady exchange of values in the broader blockchain 
economy. We believe that DASTS's creation, trading and repurchase mechanisms, as well 
as the direct risk management capabilities of DASTS holders, will enable caregivers driven 
by their own interests to effectively maintain the price stability of DASTS. The DASTS 
founding team has established a prudent management roadmap that is suitable for both 
short-term agile development and long-term decentralized design. Our development plans 
are ambitious and our mission is to ensure that DASTS is widely used. 
 
‘‘Our mission is to increase the value of the market by providing reliable and transparent 
services to communities and consumers through the use of blockchains so that everyone 
can directly participate, fund and participate in projects they like and support. Our belief in 
the power of blockchain technology transformation is reflected in our commitment to 
developing practical applications, and by helping the industry develop, we believe this will 
truly make the world a better place. ’’-DASTS team 

 

 


